
Teachers of with English Language Learners are confronted with a wide range of teaching challenges from
basic communication needs to developing skills to a level that can ensure broad academic success. A
range of assistive and educational technology that currently resides in most schools and classrooms can be
effective for addressing these needs.

This course will provide practical strategies, methods and lesson ideas for using a range of assistive
technology tools for teaching and supporting ELL’s. The course is designed to address the needs of
educator and consultants who work in a specific ESL program and/or those who find themselves supporting
ELL’s as part of their regular classroom practice.

What will you learn?

Participants will learn how they can effectively use whichever educational and assistive technology tools
are available to them to create lessons, assessment and a classroom environment that supports English
Language Learners.

This will be framed in the context of seven teaching strategies that have been proven to be successful in
classrooms with English Language Learners:

1. Supporting the introduction of written and spoken language that is slightly above their current

English language level.

2. Building Visual Lessons.

3. Linking new information to prior knowledge.

4. Key concepts for a unit of study are presented student-friendly scaffolded language.

5. Vocabulary modified for students and new vocabulary is taught discretely.

6. Cooperative learning strategies are applied in small groups.

7. Modifying and supporting homework and assessment for ELL’s to support assessment for the

subject and not just language ability.

Technology will be looked at as examples and generalized to cover the widest range of technology that

may be available in your specific school.

Teaching Strategy Technology used

Creating scaffolded text with text readers Kurzweil 3000, Read write Gold, Premier, Write Outloud

Introducing new vocabulary with word prediction tools Co:Writer, Word Q, Premier, K3000, Classroom Suite 4

Graphic organizers to teach new writing forms Draft:Builder, SMART Ideas, Inspiration/Kidspiration

Writing grids and Word Prediction for supported writing. Co: Writer and other Word Prediction tools. Clicker, Communicate:

Symwriter and Classroom Suite 4 and other writing support tools.

Symbols and graphics layout software to support basic

communication and create a visual learning environment

Communicate: Symwriter, Boardmaker, Clicker, SMART: Ideas

Symbols and graphics layout software for new vocabulary

learning or supported assessment

Communicate: Symwriter, Boardmaker, Clicker

Tech tools for cooperative learning Web 2.0 tools, Interactive White Boards
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Duration: This course is 10 weeks long running from April 19th – June 24th

Who should take this course?: Classroom teachers, ESL teachers/consultants, teacher/librarians, student
success teachers, para-educators or educational assistants, administrators and those who support English
Language Learners and would like to use technology in their instructional practice.

Participant Expectations: Participants will be required to attend a weekly webinar, contribute to a discussion
board, complete weekly reading assignments, fulfill a final assignment requiring a chosen piece of software,
and a complete a final online assessment.

Participants will take away:

o A wealth of resources such as lesson plans, tutorials, tip sheets and activities created in the
various software programs that can be used with English Language Learners

o Knowledge and skills in using assistive and educational technology programs as applied to
ELL’s.

o Access to a professional community that will provide ongoing support and collaboration
through a Wiki available after the course is completed

o Useful websites and 2.0 tools that can provide ongoing support after the course is completed

o Certificate of completion

Materials: Participants will need a computer with an internet connection with speakers and microphone,
Windows Media Player or Quick Time.

What Education/assistive Technology do Participants Need: It is not necessary to have access at your school
to all of the software mentioned above. Course content is based on function and specific examples and
assignments will be adjusted based on what specific applications are available to participants. However it
is assumed that participants will have access to a computer that has an application or collection of
applications that can address the functions described above eg. if not a standalone word prediction
software than word prediction that exists within another piece of software (eg. K3000, Read and Write Gold,
Premier etc.)

Alternatively the participant should have access to a computer that s/he can download and install free
software or demo versions of some of the applications mentioned above.

Registrants are expected to contact vendors before the start of the course if they wish demo versions of any
of the applications. (Please note that Bridges is not a vendor for all of the applications described above.
However, Bridges is happy to supply demo versions of any of the software that it does distributes such as
Kurzweil 3000, Symwriter and others. Please contact Bridges for details).

Cost: $350.00 per participant

(School Board costing to be quoted separately) $3500.00 maximum of 25 students

To register - Please go to the Bridges Canada Website and fill out or print the registration form at:

www.bridges-canada.com or email Chantal Halliday at Chantal@bridges-canada.com.


